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Language of new site drawn from 
surrounding neighborhood con-
text and fabric
Continue scale of surrounding fabric onto 
the site, character of facade at human scale

Pedestrian friendly parking zone: 
designate and establish path, 
which improves pedestrian safety

Proposed

Existing

60,000 square foot two-story Kroger with complementary retail uses on 
the existing University Plaza site.

Program

Design Concept

Experience Kroger
Sarah Lauffer, Sarah Fortkamp

Proposed Pedestrian and Vehicular Flow

Use Vine Street Axis to Advantage

Historically and socially influental 
use axis to visually connect taft 
street to Short vine Street
Create a site that caters to both pedes-
trian and automobile diminish the super 
block, allow access to store from differ-
ent levels, provide street front activity, 
allow for easy pick-up and delivery

Aerial View



Courtyard Housing 
Typologies: 
Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation

Courtyard View
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The two approaches to the 

replanning of foyer both interpret 

and develop the spatial and social 

potential of the favela: they differ 

in their emphasis in their dwelling 

typology: Above a continue, 

commercially used ground floor 

the terrace house combines 

interchangeable sizes of flats 

around a central terrace. Between 

two or six flats thus form a social 

and economic unit. Whereas the 

courtyard house varies the one 

family dwelling on a uniform plot 

module. It is assessed via a small 

courtyard and comprises one or 

two upper floors



Create a valuable wayfinding 

system derived from the five 

senses. To see, touch, taste, smell, 

and hear: allow shoppers to 

locate product items

Continue exterior axis through 

interior. Glass, light, materiality, 

circulation

Maximize natural light. Use 

shading and translucent 

materials to take advantahe of 

sunlight in atrium space

Create an interior where product 

are showcased. Display areas, 

millwork and cases, create a 

backdrop for products and 

merchandised that are being 

stored and displayed

Allow Kroger to have an 

adaptable interior. According 

to management, Krogers alters 

interior plan every two years. 

With design, altering floor plans 

and displays are made easier on 

Kroger and customers

Salad Bar

Perspective within produce area
Produce Elevation

Interior Design Principles

Customer Service Desk



Elevations

Taft Street View

Sections

Site Section A

Site Section B

Section through parking

Senses Diagram

This project attempts to create a 
pedestrian oriented mixed-use “town 
center” for the uptown community  
that is anchored by a Kroger 
supermarket.


